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ABSTRACT: The catalytically inactive components of a film have been
converted, through an operando method of synthesis, to produce a
catalyst for the reaction that the film is catalyzing. Specifically, thin films
of molybdenum diselenide have been synthesized using a two-step wet-
chemical method, in which excess sodium selenide was first added to a
solution of ammonium heptamolydbate in aqueous sulfuric acid, resulting
in the spontaneous formation of a black precipitate that contained
molybdenum triselenide (MoSe3), molybdenum trioxide (MoO3), and
elemental selenium. After purification and after the film had been drop
cast onto a glassy carbon electrode, a reductive potential was applied to
the precipitate-coated electrode. Hydrogen evolution occurred within the
range of potentials applied to the electrode, but during the initial voltammetric cycle, an overpotential of ∼400 mV was required
to drive the hydrogen-evolution reaction at a benchmark current density of −10 mA cm−2. The overpotential required to evolve
hydrogen at the benchmark rate progressively decreased with subsequent voltammetry cycles, until a steady state was reached at
which only ∼250 mV of overpotential was required to pass −10 mA cm−2 of current density. During the electrocatalysis, the
catalytically inactive components in the as-prepared film were (reductively) converted to MoSe2 through an operando method of
synthesis of the hydrogen-evolution catalyst. The initial film prepared from the precipitate was smooth, but the converted film
was completely covered with pores ∼200 nm in diameter. The porous MoSe2 film was stable while being assessed by cyclic
voltammetry for 48 h, and the overpotential required to sustain 10 mA cm−2 of hydrogen evolution increased by <50 mV over
this period of operation.

KEYWORDS: hydrogen-evolution reaction, synthesis of molybdenum diselenide, wet-chemical synthesis of layered electrocatalysts,
mesoporous catalysts, synthesis of group VI dichalcogenides

■ INTRODUCTION

The ability to generate H2(g) and O2(g) by efficiently splitting
water would allow the realization of many developmental
designs for renewable energy technologies.1−4 Although the
free energy change required to split one molecule of water
corresponds to a ΔE° of 1.23 V per electron transferred, the
electrolysis of water typically requires the application of an
overpotential to drive the kinetically rate-liming steps involved
with the multistep oxidation and reduction half-reactions.4

Catalysts can improve the kinetics and efficiencies of the
cathodic [hydrogen-evolution reaction (HER)] and anodic
[oxygen-evolution reaction (OER)] half-reactions. At present,
the most efficient water-splitting catalysts contain scarce metals
like platinum (for the HER)4−8 and iridium (for the OER).4

The discovery of active HER and OER catalysts made from
earth-abundant elements would therefore constitute a key step
in the development of a globally scalable water-splitting
technology.

Catalysis of the HER has been demonstrated using catalysts
made from earth-abundant elements such as nickel alloys.9−13

In particular, nickel−molybdenum alloys require the application
of only ∼50 mV of overpotential to catalyze the HER at a
current density of −10 mA cm−2.10−16 However, nickel−
molybdenum alloys are unstable in strongly acidic solu-
tions,10,17 where proton-exchange membranes are operational
and where the voltage loss due to the formation of a pH
gradient across the membrane can be minimized.17,18

Recently, materials such as Ni2P, CoSe, and group VI
chalcogenides have been classified as catalytic for the hydrogen-
evolution reaction and stable in acidic media.17,19,20 Group VI
chalcogenides such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), molyb-
denum diselenide (MoSe2), tungsten disulfide (WS2), and
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tungsten diselenide (WSe2) are comprised of earth-abundant
elements, are stable in strong acid, and catalyze the HER with
reported overpotentials of ∼200−350 mV to produce current
densities of −10 mA cm−2.7,14,19,21−42 Theoretical22,30 and
experimental19 studies of MoS2 crystals suggest that the ⟨101 ̅0⟩
edge sites are the active sites for hydrogen evolution. Many
methods of preparing catalytically active MoS2 have been
developed, including sulfurization of molybdenum,37 electro-
chemical deposition from ammonium thiomolybdate,6,40 wet-
chemical techniques,24 and ex crystallum mechanical exfolia-
tion.35,43 In contrast, relatively few methods of preparing
catalytically active MoSe2, such as the selenization of metallic
molybdenum, have been disclosed.37,38

We describe a two-step method for the synthesis of MoSe2
films that are stable in acid and capable of catalyzing the HER.
This method extends to MoSe2 a synthetic route that has been
reported for MoS2.

24,27 In the first step, wet-chemical
techniques are used to form a mixed-composition precipitate,
which is then deposited as a film onto electrodes. The film-
covered electrodes are then introduced into aqueous acid and
used to drive the HER. The as-prepared films exhibited low
catalytic activity, but the activity improved under the conditions
of the HER, which convert the mixed-composition film into a
macroporous film of MoSe2. The synthesis can be categorized
as operando because the MoSe2 catalyst is produced under the
conditions of the reaction that it catalyzes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All chemicals and materials were used as received, and all
experiments were performed under ambient laboratory
conditions, except where otherwise noted. Water was obtained
from a Barnstead Nanopure purification system (Thermo
Scientific, Asheville, NC) and had a resistivity ≥18.2 MΩ cm.
All glassware was thoroughly cleaned in hot chromic acid (3%
potassium dichromate in 10 M H2SO4).
Mixed-Composition Suspension. Ammonium heptamo-

lybdate, (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O [0.60 g, 5.2 × 10−4 mol, 99.98%
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)], was dissolved in 12 mL of a
0.20 M H2SO4 solution prepared by diluting 18 M H2SO4
(Sigma-Aldrich) with H2O. A separate solution was prepared by
dissolving 0.15 g (1.2 × 10−3 mol) of sodium selenide, Na2Se
[99.8% (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA)], in 12 mL of H2O. Inside
a fume hood, the first solution was quickly poured into the
second solution, and a black precipitate formed upon mixing.
The suspension was transferred to a centrifuge tube and

centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 30 min using a JA-17 rotor
(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). A black precipitate collected at
the bottom of the centrifuge tube. The yield was calculated to
be 70%. The clear supernatant liquid was discarded, and the
precipitate was rinsed with several 15 mL aliquots of 2-
propanol [99.7% (Macron Chemicals, Center Valley, PA)]. A
final 15 mL of 2-propanol was then added to the centrifuge
tube, which was then subjected to sonication for 30 min. This
process resulted in suspension of the black solid in the 2-
propanol.
Preparation of Film-Coated Rotating-Disk Electrodes

(RDEs). Glassy carbon disks (HTW Hochtemperatur-Werkstoff
GmbH, Thierhaupten, Germany), 5 mm in diameter and 4 mm
in thickness, were polished on a LaboPol-5 polishing wheel
(Struers, Inc., Cleveland, OH), first with a 600 grit Carbimet
SiC grinding paper (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) for 30 s and
subsequently with diamond slurries (Buehler) with diamond
particle sizes of 9, 6, 3, 1, and 0.1 μm, also for 30 s each. The

carbon disks were then cleaned by being sonicated for 5 min
seriatim in 2-propanol (Macron Chemicals), acetone (ACS
grade, Sigma-Aldrich), and water.
A 30 μL drop (mass loading of 1.36 mg cm−2) of the mixed-

composition suspension was placed onto the polished side of a
glassy carbon disk. The disk was then dried for 12 h in a
vacuum desiccator with an internal pressure of 5000 Pa (50
mbar).

Electrochemistry. A 0.10 M solution of H2SO4 was used as
the electrolyte for electrochemical experiments. A 250 mL four-
port glass cell was filled with the electrolyte and equipped with
a film-coated rotating-disk electrode (RDE), a graphite rod
[99% pure (Alfa Aesar)] that served as a counter electrode, and
a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (CH Instruments, Austin, TX).
The Ag/AgCl electrode consisted of a Ag wire in 1.0 M KCl
and had been calibrated against a reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) prior to use in these experiments, with the Ag/AgCl
electrode having a potential of 280 ± 2 mV vs the RHE.
Potentiostatic control was accomplished using a BioLogic SP-
200 potentiostat (Biologic, Grenoble, France). The uncompen-
sated cell resistance was determined from a single-point (100
kHz) high-frequency impedance measurement and was 85%
compensated by the BioLogic positive-feedback software. The
RDE was rotated at a rate of 1600 rpm during the experiments.
During all of the HER-catalysis experiments, the cell was
saturated with H2 [99.999% (Air Liquide, Plumsteadville, PA)]
by bubbling the gas through the solution.
Cyclic voltammetric scans were obtained by sweeping the

applied voltage between 0.00 and −0.40 V versus the RHE at a
scan rate of 5 mV s−1. To evaluate the stability of the films, the
cyclic voltammetric scans were performed continuously over a
48 h period. The physical characterization of the films was
performed after 10 cycles.
The surface roughness factors for the thin films were

calculated from double-layer capacitance measurements.44−46

Current density versus potential data were acquired by
sweeping the applied potential at various scan rates (20, 40,
80, 150, and 300 mV s−1) in a potential range within which no
Faradaic electron-transfer processes were observed (0.28−0.38
V vs the RHE). The geometric capacitance of the thin films was
calculated as the slope of a plot of the scan rate versus current
density at 0.34 V, which is the midpoint potential of the non-
Faradaic region. The surface roughness factors for the thin films
were calculated by dividing the measured geometric capacitance
by the specific capacitance of MoS2, which was taken to be 60
μF cm−2.21,44−46

Scanning Electron Microscopy. Scanning electron micro-
graphs were acquired with an FEI Nova electron microscope
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR) at a working distance of 5.0 mm. Low-
magnification micrographs (field width of >100 μm) were
obtained at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV with an Everhart-
Thornley detector, whereas higher-magnification experiments
utilized an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a through-the-lens
detector.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) data for elemental composition and
valence information were collected with an Axis Ultra X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos, Manchester, U.K.) at a
base pressure of <10−9 Torr. Data were obtained with a
monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.7 eV) and a concentric
hemispherical analyzer with a pass energy of 20 eV, with the
photoelectrons captured normal to the surface. Binding
energies were calibrated against the “adventitious” C 1s peak
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(taken to be 284.65 eV). Peak fitting was performed using
CasaXPS (CASA Ltd., Teignmouth, U.K.) assuming a Shirley
background47 and symmetric Voigt line shapes comprised of
Gaussian (70%) and Lorentzian (30%) functions. Peak fitting
was constrained to maintain a 2:3 ratio between the areas of the

Mo 3d3/2 and Mo 3d5/2 peaks and to maintain a 3.15 eV
separation between the binding energies of those two peaks.
The possibility of Se existing in the bridging Se2

2− form,
analogous to what has been reported for S in MoS3,

27 was not
considered here in the interpretation of the Se XPS spectra.

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs of the films before (A and B) and after (C and D) 10 voltammetric cycles. (A) The as-deposited mixed-
composition films on glassy carbon substrates were nonuniform, consisting of multiple islands ∼100 μm in diameter. (B) The surfaces of the islands
were relatively smooth. (C) The island structure was not visible after electrocatalysis. (D) At a higher magnification, the entire surface appeared to be
porous.

Figure 2. High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of (A) the Mo 3d region of an as-deposited thin film, (B) the Se 3d region of an as-deposited
thin film, (C) the Mo 3d region after 10 voltammetric cycles, and (D) the Se 3d region after 10 cycles.
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Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra of the films were
recorded with a Renishaw inVia Raman microprobe (Renishaw,
Wotton Under Edge, U.K.) equipped with a Leica DM 2500M
microscope, a Leica N Plan 50× objective (Leica, Wetzlar,
Germany) (numerical aperture of 0.75), a 1800 lines/mm
grating, and a CCD detector configured in a 180° backscatter
geometry. A 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser (Renishaw
model RL532C50) was used as the excitation source and
delivered a 20 μW radiant flux at the surface of the sample.

■ RESULTS
Characterization of As-Deposited Films. Panels A and B

of Figure 1 show scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of a
mixed-composition film on a glassy carbon substrate. The
deposition was nonuniform and consisted of multiple islands

∼100 μm in diameter separated by crevices up to 50 μm in
width. Each island, however, was smooth and nonporous.
Panels A and B of Figure 2 present high-resolution

composite XPS spectra of the samples in the Mo and Se
regions. Two sets of doublet peaks for Mo were observed
(Figure 2A). The first doublet consisted of signals for Mo 3d5/2
at 233 eV and Mo 3d3/2 at 236 eV and is characteristic of
MoO3.

23,48 The second doublet consisted of peaks for Mo 3d5/2
at 232 eV and Mo 3d3/2 at 235 eV and was located in a region
typically associated with Mo6+.49 The single peak at 230 eV is
characteristic of Se 3s. Figure 2B displays the Se region with
two sets of 3d doublets: the higher-energy doublet that can be
ascribed to Se0 and the lower-energy doublet that can be
ascribed to Se2−.50,51 Quantitation of the Mo 3d5/2 peak at 232
eV and the Se2− 3d peak at 54 eV yields a Mo:Se ratio of 1:3.

Figure 3. Raman spectra of an as-deposited thin film () and of a film after 10 voltammetric cycles (···). Prior to voltammetric cycling, a broad,
asymmetric band centered at 255 cm−1 and a smaller shoulder at 238 cm−1 were visible and were assigned to a Se−Se stretch mode in glassy, loosely
packed polymer chains and to a Se−Se stretch vibration of closely packed chains, respectively. These bands were not observed after voltammetric
cycling.

Figure 4. Electrochemically active surface area measurements before (precycling) and after (postcycling) the electrocatalysis experiments shown in
Figure 5. (A) Cyclic nonfaradaic current vs potential curves at preselected scan rates. (B) Nonfaradaic current as a function of the potential scan rate.
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The Raman spectrum of the as-deposited thin film exhibited
a broad, asymmetric band centered at 255 cm−1 and a shoulder
at ∼238 cm−1 (Figure 3). The prominent, higher-frequency
peak is characteristic of a Se−Se stretch mode in glassy, loosely
packed polymer chains, whereas the lower-energy shoulder is
also due to a Se−Se stretch vibration but indicates closely
packed chains in which the local microscopic structure
resembles that of crystalline (trigonal) Se.52

Figure 4 shows the current density versus scan rate data that
were used to calculate the geometric capacitance of a typical
mixed-composition thin film. The geometric capacitance of the
film was 120 μF cm−2, and the roughness factor of the film was
∼2.
Conversion of the Films to Catalysts of the HER. Figure

5A shows the first and 10th cyclic voltammetric cycles obtained
using the film-coated glassy carbon RDEs. The onset of
hydrogen evolution clearly shifted to less negative potentials
between the first and 10th cycles. A steady state was reached by
the 10th cycle, at which point 250 mV of overpotential was
needed to produce a current density of −10 mA cm−2. On the
basis of the steady-state negative potential sweep data
illustrated in Figure 5B, the Tafel slope was determined to be
80 mV dec−1 with an exchange current density of 1 × 10−5 mA
cm−2 (Figure 5C).

The stability of the prepared film was characterized by
plotting the overpotential required to produce a current density
of 10 mA cm−2 for each cyclic voltammetric sweep performed
for 48 h. As shown in Figure 5D, the overpotential to produce
−10 mA cm−2 for the HER increased by ∼50 mV over a 48 h
operation.

Characterization of Converted Films. Panels C and D of
Figure 1 show SEMs after reductive conversion of the films to
HER catalysts during the electrochemical experiments.
Substantial changes to the surface terrain were evident relative
to the terrain in the pre-electrochemistry micrographs (Figure
1A,B). The island structures that were prominent at low levels
of magnification prior to conversion of the films were no longer
visible, and the film appeared to be smooth. However, a
macroporous structure that was absent prior to conversion of
the films was apparent at higher-magnification levels and
covered the entire sample. The pore sizes were estimated to be
∼200 nm in diameter.
The high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of the Mo

3d and Se 3d regions for the converted films are displayed in
panels C and D of Figure 2. The Se 3s signal at 230 eV
remained unchanged from that of the preconversion spectra,
but the rest of the peak profile in Figure 2C was clearly different
after the electrochemistry. The intensities of the Mo6+ doublet
at 232 and 235 eV were significantly reduced, and the Mo4+

Figure 5. (A) Cyclic voltammetric data for molybdenum selenide thin films on glassy carbon in 0.10 M H2SO4(aq). In the first cycle, the initial
cathodic portion showed a current density lower than that of the return anodic half-cycle. The current density increases in subsequent cycles, until
the 10th cycle when the current density reached a steady state. (B) Current−potential plot for the glassy carbon substrate (···) and immediately after
the 10th () cycle. (C) Tafel plot of the current−potential data in panel B. (D) Plot of the overpotential needed to produce a current density of 10
mA cm−2 as a function of time.
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doublet50 predominated the spectrum at 228.6 and 232 eV.
More significantly, the Mo6+ peaks ascribed to MoO3 were
extinguished after electrolysis. The Se2− species in Figure 2D
were, therefore, associated with both Mo4+ and Mo6+ species in
the form of MoSe2 and MoSe3. The magnitude of the Se0

doublet, which was prominent in the preconversion spectra
(Figure 2B), decreased significantly after electrolysis, whereas
the magnitude of the doublet attributed to Se2− increased. The
Mototal:Se

2− ratio after electrolysis was found to be 1:2.2. A
definitive quantitative assignment of the stoichiometric portion
of the Se2− that belongs to MoSe2 and MoSe3 necessitates a
mass balance study of Se, which is not within the purview of
this work.
It is important to note that, before electrolysis, the O 1s peak

(Figure S9 of the Supporting Information) appeared at 530.7
eV; the same O 1s peak was observed for both the oxided
molybdenum standards, MoO3 (Figure S7 of the Supporting
Information) and MoO2 (Figure S8 of the Supporting
Information). After electrolysis, the O 1s peak shifted positively
to 532 eV, implying the presence of adventitious oxygen, not of
oxygen associated with oxided molybdenum species.
The Raman spectrum also exhibited significant changes after

electrochemical conversion of the films (Figure 3). The
vibrational band centered at ∼255 cm−1, which was prominent
in the as-prepared films, was not observed for the converted
films, suggesting that the amorphous polymeric chains of
elemental Se were removed from the film during the reductive
conversion process. No vibrational peaks characteristic of
crystalline molybdenum selenide were detected for the
converted films, suggesting that the films remained noncrystal-
line.
Figure 4 shows the current density versus scan rate data used

to calculate the geometric capacitance of the converted films.
The geometric capacitance of the film was 1200 μF cm−2, and
the roughness factor of the film was ∼20, an order of
magnitude larger than that measured in the as-deposited thin
film.

■ DISCUSSION

Reaction pathways directly analogous to those reported
previously53−55 for MoS2 likely apply to the wet-chemical
synthesis of the mixed-composition precipitate. In aqueous
solutions, ammonium heptamolybdate, (NH4)6Mo7O24·H2O,
exists as ammonium orthomolybdate, (NH4)2MoO4, a strong
electrolyte.56 Mo is hexavalent in both of these structures.
Hence, when sodium selenide is added to an acidic solution of
(NH4)6Mo7O24·H2O, the reaction that generates the black
precipitate is likely to be

+ → + +− −MoO 3H Se MoSe 2OH 2H O4
2

2 3 2 (1)

where MoSe3 is the black solid. The XPS data (Figure 2A,B)
support the presence of Mo6+ and Se2− in the as-prepared films.
The same set of XPS data also indicates the presence of MoO3,
which may be formed either under the synthesis conditions
presented here or by exposure of the synthesized MoSe3 to air:

+ → +2MoSe 3O 2MoO 6Se3 2 3 (2)

Equation 1 may also be accompanied, to a small extent, by the
decomposition of MoSe3:

→ +MoSe MoSe Se3 2 (3)

The Se produced from reactions 2 and 3 was detected by XPS
and Raman spectroscopy.
MoSe2, which is believed to be an active catalyst for the HER,

is present only at very low concentrations, if at all, in the
unconverted films, which consist of a mixture of MoSe3, MoO3,
and Se. The as-prepared films are therefore relatively inactive
HER catalysts. Reductive cycling significantly improved the
catalytic activity of the films (Figure 5A), and a steady state was
achieved after 10 voltammetric cycles. This behavior is
consistent with a process in which exposure of the multi-
component film to negative potentials, and consequent
reductive generation of H2(g), also served to concentrate
MoSe2, based on a combination of three interfacial reactions
that are analogous to the known reactions of MoS2 and
H2S:

53,57,58

+ →H Se H Se2 2 (4)

+ → +MoSe H MoSe H Se3 2 2 2 (5)

+ → + +MoO 3H Se MoSe 3H O Se3 2 2 2 (6)

These reaction schemes are supported by the postelectrochem-
istry surface analysis. (i) The XPS results (Figure 2C,D)
showed a decrease in the magnitudes of the MoO3 and MoSe3
peaks and an emergence of the MoSe2 signal, and (ii) the
Raman spectrum (Figure 3) did not exhibit the vibrational
mode for amorphous elemental Se.
The observed increase in the porosity and surface area of the

film (Figure 4) may be due to several factors such as the
expulsion of gases like H2 and H2Se. The release of H2Se,
represented in reaction 4, is analogous to the formation of H2S
that accompanies the reduction of MoS3 to MoS2;

59,60 hence,
the decrease in the C:Se mole ratio (Table S1 of the Supporting
Information) after the reductive conversion is not unexpected
as the prepared material loses part of its selenium during
potential cycling. Material loss due to the dissolution of MoO3
also could contribute to the observed porosity. Approximately
50% of the as-prepared film was clearly lost after electrolysis,
which can be gleaned from the decline in atomic abundances of
both Mo and Se (Table S1 of the Supporting Information)
normalized with respect to the atomic abundance of C.
Figure S1 of the Supporting Information plots the current

divided by the electrochemically active surface area versus
potential of the samples before and after 10 voltammetric
cycles. Notably, the improvement in the catalytic activity of the
material cannot be attributed solely to the increase in the
internal surface area of the film; i.e., the catalytic activity of the
film was still superior after voltammetry even when the increase
in the electrochemically active surface area had been accounted
for.
The overpotential for the onset for hydrogen evolution was

measured to be ∼150 mV (Figure 5A). The overpotential
necessary to effect a HER current density of −10 mA cm−2, a
heuristic benchmark for assessing catalytic activity in solar fuel
applications under unconcentrated sunlight, was <250 mV
(Figure 5B) and is within the range that has been reported for
MoS2 HER catalysts (∼200−350 mV).6,23−25,27,28,37 The
porous MoSe2 films had a catalytic activity higher than and a
Tafel slope lower than those of thin films of MoSe2 synthesized
via the selenization of Mo on glassy carbon, which required an
overpotential of 430 mV to achieve a current density of −8 mA
cm−2 and reported a Tafel slope of 105−120 mV dec−1 and
stability for >1000 cycles.37,38
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Although Faradaic yields have not been determined directly,
competing cathodic processes are unlikely. Stoichiometric
reactions involving Mo or Se cannot have contributed more
than 1% to the charge passed during a 24 h chronoampero-
metric experiment (cf., Supporting Information). In a thermo-
electrochemical process, electroreduction of H2SO4 to H2S has
been shown to occur at moderate potentials in the absence of
H2 gas but requires elevated temperatures (T ≥ 120 °C), high
acidity (CH2SO4

≥ 6.5 M), and the use of graphitic carbon
electrodes.61

The macroporous MoSe2 thin films were stable catalysts of
the HER in acidic media, and the overpotential required to
sustain a current density of −10 mA cm−2 increased by only 50
mV over 48 h. Although a comparison of stability across
catalysts is not straightforward, because of the wide range of
results that have been reported, the macroporous thin film
MoSe2 catalysts appear to be at least as stable over the same
time period as MoS2 HER catalysts.24

■ CONCLUSION
The catalytically inactive components of a MoSe3/MoO3 film
have been converted, through an operando method of synthesis,
to produce a catalyst for the HER while the film is catalyzing
the HER. The addition of excess sodium selenide to
ammonium heptamolydbate in aqueous sulfuric acid resulted
in the spontaneous formation of a black precipitate that
consisted primarily of molybdenum triselenide (MoSe3) with
small amounts of elemental Se. Molybdenum trioxide (MoO3)
was also formed upon exposure of the triselenide to
atmospheric oxygen. The multicomponent thin film cast onto
glassy carbon was relatively inactive for the HER during initial
voltammetric cycles, because the active catalyst, MoSe2, was not
present or was present only at very low concentrations. Further
voltammetric cycling of the electrode in the potential region
where the HER occurs led to substantial increases in catalytic
activity. By the 10th cycle, the overpotential needed to drive a
catalytic current of −10 mA cm−2 had decreased from ∼450 to
250 mV. The improvement in the catalytic activity occurred
because, under HER conditions, the catalytically inactive
components of the film were reductively converted to MoSe2.
An operando synthesis of MoSe2 was thus established. An
amorphous, macroporous MoSe2 framework was also generated
in the synthesis, and the MoSe2 film exhibited long-term
stability with an only 50 mV increase in overpotential after
continuous operation for 48 h. The porous MoSe2 films appear
to hold promise as a catalyst for the HER in aqueous acidic
electrolytes.
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